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Week 
commencing Week Section of KO to work from

15th Nov A Week 8

22nd Nov B Week 9

29th Nov A Week 10

6th Dec B Assessment week:  
revise for assessments

13th Dec A
Super-teaching week: teachers will 
set homework linked to knowledge 
gaps identified in assessments

Week 
commencing Week Section of KO to work from

4th April B Week 1

25th April A Week 2

2nd May B Week 3

9th May A Week 4

16th May B Week 5

23rd May A Week 6

6th June B Week 7

Week B Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

Monday English MFL Science

Tuesday PE Maths (Sparx) Tier 2 Vocab

Wednesday Geography History Art

Thursday Science English Music

Friday Maths (Sparx) Maths (Sparx) MFL

Week A Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

Monday English Food/ 3D Design Science

Tuesday Tier 2 Vocab Maths (Sparx) LTTF

Wednesday Geography History Drama

Thursday Science English Computing

Friday Maths (Sparx) Maths (Sparx) MFL

Homework Schedules

Personal Details
Name  .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Tutor .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tutor Group  .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  School email address  ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

School username ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Password  .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Sparx username  .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sparx password  .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Classcharts  ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Week 
commencing Week Section of KO to work from

13th June A Week 8

20th June B Week 9

27th June A Week 10

4th July B Assessment week:  
revise for assessments

11th July A
Super-teaching week: teachers will 
set homework linked to knowledge 
gaps identified in assessments

Rewards
Homework merits will be awarded daily on class charts. 
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This is how you learn

LEARNING 
ENVIRONMENT

Lessons, independent 
practice

WORKING 
MEMORY

Becoming aware of 
knowledge but not 

storing it

LONG TERM 
MEMORY

Knowledge is stored  
to be recalled

LEARNING

REMEMBERING

FORGOTTEN
This is what happens if you do 

not practice ‘remembering’ 
and ‘learning’

ATTENTION
Taking pride in your behaviour 

in class and at home

How should I present my work?
Please remember that the same rules apply to the presentation of your homework as apply for your class work: 
dates and titles (which should be the name of the subject) need to be underlined with a ruler and you 
should present your work as neatly as you are able to. 

If you are self-quizzing correctly, there should be evidence of green pen on your page. Here are some 
examples of how to set out your work:
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Don’t just copy material from the knowledge organiser into your book. 
This will not increase your retrieval strength, since you are not actually 
trying to remember anything.  It won’t stick!

TOP 
TIP

If you find the cover–write–check method too simple, try one of the following strategies:

a) Practice paragraphs / exam questions – use the key information on your knowledge organiser to write  
a paragraph response to the topic. This will show that you can use key vocabulary in context.

b) Revision clock – draw a clock and add the topic in the middle. Break the clock face into 10 minute  
sections. Add notes from the knowledge organiser in each section. Cover the clock and recite the  
information aloud.

c) Transformative tasks – take the information from the knowledge organiser and present it in a different  
format: e.g. a newspaper report, a page from a text book, a comic strip, a set of quiz questions (make sure  
that you include the answers).

d) Additional research – Complete your own research into the topic set on your knowledge organiser.  
Present this new information in your homework book.

e) Use your knowledge organisers to create flashcards. These could be double sided with a question on  
one side and the answer on the other. Alternatively, a keyword on one side and a definition or diagram on  
the other. These are then used for self-quizzing.

f) Draw a mind map, jotting down everything that you can remember from the knowledge organiser.  
Check accuracy, correct in green pen and then repeat.

Self-Quizzing
Why should I self-quiz?
Your mind is split into two parts: the working-memory and the long-term memory. Everybody’s working-
memory is limited, and therefore it can very easily become overwhelmed. Your long-term memory, on the 
other hand, is effectively limitless.

You can support your working memory by storing key facts and processes in long term memory. These facts 
and processes can then be retrieved to stop your working memory becoming overloaded.

Research shows that students remember 50% more when they test themselves after learning something.

This booklet contains knowledge organisers for all of your subjects. Each knowledge organiser has the key 
information that needs to be memorised to help you master your subject and be successful in lessons.

How should I self-quiz, and how often?
Research shows that regular testing improves knowledge retention; in order to learn the information in your  
knowledge organiser, you will need to work with it more than once! If a subject sets homework more than once  
per week, it is highly likely that they will ask you to work with the same information on both nights – this is so that  
you learn it more effectively. There are many different ways to learn the material in your knowledge organiser.

You could:

Cover – Write – Check: Cover up one section of the knowledge organiser, and try to write out as much as you 
can from memory. Check the knowledge organiser to see if you are right; correct any mistakes and fill in any 
missing information in your green pen. Repeat this process at least twice to fill your page. You could also 
include content from the previous week’s homework – especially if there were some parts you struggled with.
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STOP! 

‘They’re not bullying you because of you, they’re 
bullying you because of how they are’ Jessie J 

Bullying affects lots of people and can happen anywhere, at 
School, travelling to and from school, in sporting teams, in 
friendship or family groups. 

Bullying can take many forms including; 

 Emotional abuse 
 Social bullying 
 Social media 
 Threatening behaviour 
 Name calling 
 Sexting 
 Cyberbullying 
 Physical bullying 
Bullying includes; 

 People calling you names or sending offensive mes-
sages or texts 

 Making things up to get you into trouble 

 Hitting, pinching, biting, pushing and shoving 

 taking things away from you 

 Damaging your belongings 

 Stealing your money 

 Taking your friends away from you or leaving you out 

 Posting insulting messages or rumours, in person or 
online or making silent or abusive calls 

 Threats and intimidation 

Speak 

‘Blowing out someone else’s candles doesn’t make 
yours shine any brighter’ Drake 

Support 

‘You always have to remember that bullies want to bring you 
down because you have something they admire’ Zac Efron 

Speak to someone. No one has a magic wand, but we always do 
our best and we do really care. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Telling someone shares the problem. It helps you feel support-
ed. 

It is really important to tell someone, particularly if the bullying 
has been going on for a while or the strate-
gies you’ve tried haven’t worked. 

 

What do we do at St. Luke’s to deal with bullying? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mentoring is having a named person you can go to for support 
at School 

Peer mentoring is when older students are trained to become 
‘buddies’ providing support and someone to talk to nearer their 
own age. This helps everyone in School learn that bullying is not 
acceptable. 

Restorative justice brings all children involved together so eve-
ryone affected plays a part in repairing the harm finding a posi-
tive way forward. 

Any form of bullying will not be accepted at St. Luke’s 
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LINE

A line is a mark made on a 
surface. For example, by a 
pencil, pen or other art material. 
It can take many forms: 
diagonal, horizontal or curved. 
Line can be used to show many 
different qualities, for example: 
Contours, feelings or 
expressions and movements.

LINE VOCABULARY
Bold    Thin    Thick    Erratic    Zig-

zag    Wavy    Broken    Hatch    
Cross-hatch    Sharp    Soft    
Curved    Angular    Dotted    

Continuous    Straight    Horizontal    
Vertical    Diagonal    Dashed    

Length    Slant    Outline    Parallel

WWEEEEKK  33//44
TONE

Refers to the lightness or 
darkness of something. 
This could be a shade or how 
dark or light a colour appears. 
Tones are created by the way 
light falls on a 3D object.

TONAL VOCABULARY
Light    Dark     Shades    Harsh    

Silhouette    Tint    Reflecting    
Gradient    Graphite    

Grayscale    Hatching    Cross-
hatching   Shadow    Sketch    
Tonal     Solid        Contrast    
Dull    Shading    Highlight   

Blend    Bold    Range

WWEEEEKK  55//66
SHAPE

Is a Two-Dimensional area.  
Shapes can either be 
geometric, like a circle, square 
or triangle, or irregular.
[2D = height + width]

FORM
Is a Three-Dimensional shape, 
such as a cube, sphere or 
cone. 
[3D = height, width + depth] 

SHAPE & FORM 
VOCABULARY

Rounded    Angular    Irregular    
Chunky    Small    Fragile    

Feminine    Masculine    Bold    
Robust    Bulbous    Sculptural    

Cylindrical    Delicate    
Balanced    Organic

Geometric    Abstract    
Realistic    Simplified    
Structure    Proportion    

Spherical    Square    Ovoid    
Regular    Volume

YYeeaarr  77  AARRTTWWEEEEKK 77//88
PPAATTTTEERRNN

Refers to a design created by 
repeating lines, shapes, tones 
or colours. The design used to 
create a pattern is often 
referred to as a motif.  These 
motifs can be simple shapes or 
complex arrangements. 
Patterns can be man-made, 
like a design on fabric, or 
natural, like the markings on 
animal fur.  Patterns can also 
be regular or irregular.

PATTERN VOCABULARY
Repeat    Motif     Simple    
Complex   Symmetrical    

Random    Natural      Man-
made        Mirrored     Surface    

Structural    Decorative    
Tessellation        Rhythm    

Balance    Recurring    Block    
Optical Illusion    Design    

Detail 

CCoovveerr  –– WWrriittee  –– CChheecckk
tthhee  ‘‘AArrtt  EElleemmeennttss’’

Cubist 
portrait 
showing 
use of 
shapes 
and 
form.

Man-Made Patterns

WWEEEEKK  99//1100
TTEEXXTTUURREE

Refers to how something feels 
or how it appears to feel. There 
are two types of texture; actual 
texture and simulated texture. 
Actual Texture: means the 
actual physical surface of an 
artwork or design.  It describes 
the tactile feeling you would get 
if you ran your hand over it. 
Simulated Texture: refers to 
the illusion of texture which is 
created by an artist using 
various skills.

TEXTURE VOCABULARY
Scaly    Flaking    Crusty    

Rough    Smooth    Bobbled    
Sharp    Wavy    Woolly    

Stubble    Woven    Wooden    
Stippled    Rusty    Carved    
Bark    Stone    Feathery    

Polished   Crumbling    Actual    
Visual     Coarse    Fluffy    

Furry    Silk    Tactile

Actual Texture

Simulated Texture

TONAL SHADING

CONTINUOUS LINE

EEXXTTEENNDD  YYOOUURR  
UUNNDDEERRSSTTAANNDDIINNGG

1.Draw as many different types 
of line you can think of.

2.Create your own tonal scale 
with your own drawing pencils.

Natural Patterns
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What is a computer?
A Computer is generally considered a 

programmable machine or an Electronic 
device which takes in data, Processes it 

and outputs the result.

These devices are computers:

How is data put into a computer (INPUT) 
and how is it given back to the user

(OUTPUT)?
Input Devices of a PC             Output Devices of a PC

Components of a Desktop Computer
Week 3

What happens when you double click an 
icon to open a program

Week 4

What happens when you type a letter 
when ‘Word’ is open

Week 5

CPU – Central Processing Unit
The Brain of the Computer

• Known as the Processor.
• It is placed on the motherboard.
• A computer system could not 

function without one.
Why does every computer need a CPU?

Acts as the brain of a computer system 
by:
Performing calculations – like a 
calculator (but more powerful).
Coordinates hardware  (such as 
monitor, keyboard, mouse etc.)  - takes 
inputs from input devices, processes 
them and produces outputs which are 
sent to the output devices

How fast does the CPU work?
All CPUs have a clock speed – this is the 
amount of instructions the CPU can 
process in one second.
It is measured in Hertz (cycles per 
second).
CPUs currently run at about 3 
Gigahertz…
…that means it processes 3 billion 
instructions every second!

Week 2

A

B

These all send data / 
instructions into the 

computer

These all receive 
information from the 

computer

Input Processing output
Which means 
making 
decisions / 
calculations

Which 
means 
putting into

Which means 
getting out of

Instructions Results
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The CPU DECODE the instructions - will then 
make sense of instructions

The CPU will 
FETCH program 
instructions 
from the RAM

The CPU will 
then EXECUTE 
(perform) 
difficult 
calculations or 
move data from 
one memory 
place to another

CPU - Central 
Processing Unit 
or The Brain of 
the Computer

Monitor – An 
Output Device

PSU – Power 
Supply Unit. 
Provides power 
to the 
computer s 
components

Motherboard –
all of the 
computers 
components 
connect and 
talk through 
this

Memory or RAM 
– The Primary 
storage for the 
computer –
Short term –
Data is lost when 
turned off

NIC – Network 
Interface Card –
Connects the 
computer to a 
network of 
computers

Graphics Card 
– Allows the 
computer to 
create complex 
graphics and 
send the 
images to the 
Monitor

HDD – Hard Disk 
Drive. The 
Secondary or 
Long-term 
storage of a 
computer. Data 
IS NOT lost when 
turned off

CASE– A 
computer case 
is the enclosure 
that contains 
most of the 
components of 
a personal 
computer 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4eNTlwnnhss
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What is the BBC Micro:Bit? How can we program the Micro:Bit?
Week 8 Week 9 Week 10Week 7
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The forever 
Block will make 
all of this code 

loop 
continuously

Show LEDs will 
turn on the 
lights of the 
Micro:Bit in 
this pattern

The Pause block 
will stop the 

program for 500 
Milleseconds

(MS)

All LEDs will be 
turned off with 
the clear block
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YYeeaarr  77                      DDeessiiggnn

TTAASSKK  11
CCoolloouurr  TThheeoorryy

CCOOVVEERR--WWRRIITTEE--CCHHEECCKK
Colour Wheel - A circle with different coloured sections 

used to show the relationship between colours. 

Primary Colours - are the three main colours, RED, 
YELLOW and BLUE. They cannot be made but when 
mixed together they make all the other colours.

Secondary Colours - are made by mixing two primary 
colours together 

YELLOW + BLUE = GREEN
YELLOW + RED = ORANGE

RED + BLUE = PURPLE

Tertiary Colours - are made by mixing a primary and a 
secondary colour together.

Complementary Colours - are opposite on the colour 
wheel they contrast each other to have a vibrant look 

RED - GREEN
BLUE - ORANGE

YELLOW - PURPLE

TTAASSKK  22
CCrriittiiccaall  AAnnaallyyssiiss

Critical analysis is responding to, 
interpreting meaning, and making critical 

judgments about specific works of 
art/design.

Answering the questions below complete a 
critical analysis of Jon Burgerman’s work.

Who is the artist? Where are they from? Write 
a brief description about them.

Describe It:
• What do you see?
• How would you describe the illustrations?
• How would you describe the 

colours/shapes/size of it?

Relate It:
• Does the work remind you of anything?

Analyse It:
• What can you tell me about the colours 

used?
• How does the art make you feel?
• How do you think it is made?

Interpret It:
• What title would you give the piece and 

why?
• What do you think the meaning of this work 

is and how did you come to think this?

Evaluate It:
• What do you think is good about this work 

and what is not so good? Why do you think 
this?

• What do you think is memorable about this 
piece?

TTAASSKK  33  TTiieerr  33  VVooccaabbuullaarryy
CCoovveerr  –– WWrriittee  -- CChheecckk

Media - The substance that an artist/designer uses to 
make art (pencil, paint, pastels, oil etc…)

Materials - The same as media but can also refer to the 
basis of the art work e.g. canvas, paper, clay, wood, 
metal, plastic.

Techniques - The method used to complete the art 
work, can be generic such as painting or sculpture or 
more focused such a blending or relief mould.

Processes - The method used to create artwork that 
usually follows a range of steps rather than just one skill.

Shape - Sections within a piece of work e.g. circle, 
triangle, square, rectangle.

Line - Defines shape, the outer edges of something. 
Different lines e.g. jagged, zigzag, curved etc.

Pattern - A repeated image on a surface.

Colour - Different shades e.g. primary, secondary, 
tertiary colours.

Texture - The feel or appearance of a surface, how 
rough or smooth it is.

Tone - Gradient of shading from light to dark.

Form - Three-dimensional shapes e.g. cylinders, 
spheres, pyramids.

Scale - The difference sizes of shapes used.

Proportion - The size and shape of one object in 
comparison to another.

Modelling - Making a practice version of a design or part 
of a design.

Product Analysis - Examining and disassembling a 
current product to get ideas for a new product or design.
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TTaasskk  55
EEsssseennttiiaall  WWoooodd  WWoorrkkiinngg  TToooollss

Cover-Write-Check
Learn the tools and their uses this will be 

supplemented with a safety proficiency test during your 
lessons.

TTaasskk  66
EEvvaalluuaattiioonn

An evaluation is a piece of 
writing where you look at 
your project as a whole 

and discuss its successes 
& weaknesses. This can 
help others understand 
what you were trying to 

achieve.

Answer the following 
questions using full 

sentences

1. How did you adapt 
your design to work on 
the materials given?

2. What materials did you 
use?

3. What have you 
learned about those 
materials?

4. What tools have you 
used?

5. What skills have you 
learned and developed 
during the project?

6. Was your final piece 
successful?

7. Are there any 
elements you like in 
particular? Why? 

8. Is there anything you 
would 
improve/change? 
Why?

YYeeaarr  77                      DDeessiiggnn

Coping 
Saw

A type of bow 
saw used to cut 
intricate external 

shapes and 
interior cut-outs 
in woodworking 

or carpentry

Scroll
Saw 

(Hegner 
Saw)

Cut intricate 
patterns in wood, 
metal and plastic

File
Shaping or 

smoothing wood, 
metal or plastic

Glass
Paper

Sheets of paper 
or cloth with 

abrasive material 
glued to one 
face, used for 

sanding surfaces 
smooth

Belt 
Sander

High speed 
sander for fast 

removal of 
excess material 
and smoothing

surfaces

TTaasskk  44
MMaatteerriiaallss  RReesseeaarrcchh

Cover-Write-Check
Learn the difference between the two families of wood

HHaarrddwwooooddss
 Hardwood trees are usually deciduous with broad leaves. 
 They grow best in warm, wet (tropical) areas.
 They include the densest, strongest and most durable timbers.
 But NOT all hardwoods are hard, e.g. balsa wood.
 The cheaper hardwoods are approximately equal                    

in cost to expensive softwoods.
Hardwood List: Ash, Beech, Elm, Mahogany,                         
Maple, Chestnut, Teak, Walnut & Oak.

Softwoods
 Softwood trees are evergreen with pine needles 

and cones.
 They grow best in cold, dry climates.
 They are NOT all soft, e.g. yew.
 Softwoods comprise about 75% of timber used 

in the UK
Softwood List:
Cedar, Douglas Fir,
Larch, Pine, Yew &
European Redwood. 

Manufactured Woods
Manufactured boards are usually sheets of processed natural timber 
waste products or veneers combined with adhesives. They are made 

from waste wood, low-grade timber and recycled timber. 

MDF Plywood Chipboard
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Week 1 - Westward 
Expansion and Mary Ellis

Facts to Learn: The Oregon Trail 
was a major route that people 
took when migrating to the 
western part of the United 
States. Between 1841 and 1869, 
hundreds of thousands of 
people travelled westward on 
the trail. Many of them 
travelled in large wagon trains 
using covered wagons to carry 
their belongings. 

Task to do:  Remember 

Mary Ellis

Died  - 7th Aug 1845.

Aged - 2 months

• Draw and colour her 
plaque and the people you 
imagine to be around it, 
when they say good by to 
her.

• Write what you think may 
have happened to Mary 
Ellis.

Week 1 – The Route

Facts to Learn: The Oregon Trail 
began in the town of 
Independence, Missouri and 
ended in Oregon City, Oregon. It 
stretched for around 2,000 miles 
and through six different states 
including Missouri, Kansas, 
Nebraska, Wyoming, Idaho, and 
Oregon. Along the way, 
travellers had to cross all sorts 
of rough terrain such as the 
Rocky Mountains and the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains. 

Look on the Map on the 
separate Page. Copy and Learn.

Week 3 – Your Character

Task to do: In your Homework 
Books write out your character 

details.

Include the following:

• Your character Name and 
Surname

• Relationship in the family

• Age

• Names of the others on 
your wagon and their 
relationship to you

• Reasons for starting the 
journey

• How you feel the journey is 
going

• What you miss from your 
old life

• What you are looking 
forward to in Oregon

• Your hopes and dreams for 
the future

Week 3– Covered 
wagons

Facts to Learn: 

The main vehicle used to carry 
the pioneer's belongings was 
the covered wagon. Sometimes 
these wagons were called 
"Prairie Schooners", because 
they were like boats going over 
the vast prairies of the west. 
The wagons were made of wood 
with iron around the wheels like 
tires. The covers were made 
from waterproofed cotton or 
linen canvas. The typical 
covered wagon was about 10 
feet long and four feet wide. 

Most of the settlers used oxen 
to pull their wagons. The oxen 
were slow, but steady. 
Sometimes mules were used as 
well. A fully loaded wagon could 
weigh as much as 2,500 pounds. 
A lot of the time the pioneers 
walked alongside the wagons. 
Traveling wasn't too bad with 
the wagons on the flat terrain of 
the prairies, but once the 
settlers reached the Rocky 
Mountains, getting the wagons 
up and down steep trails was 
very difficult. 

Week 5 - Dangers

Facts to Learn: Travelling the 
Oregon Trail in the 1800s was a 
dangerous journey. However, 
the danger wasn't from Native 
Americans as you might think. 

As a matter of fact, many 
records show that Native 
Americans helped many of the 
travellers along the way. The 
real danger was from a disease 
called cholera that killed many 
settlers.

Other dangers included bad 
weather and accidents while 
trying to move their heavy 
wagons over the mountains.
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Week 5 - Supplies

Facts to Learn: The pioneers 
were able to bring very little 
with them. When they left 
their homes in the east, they 
had to leave most of their 
belongings. The covered 
wagon was mostly filled 
with food. It took over a 
1,000 pounds of food to feed 
a family of four on the trip 
out west. They took 
preserved foods such as hard 
tack, coffee, bacon, rice, 
beans, and flour.

They also took a few basic 
cooking utensils such as a 
coffee pot, some buckets, 
and an iron skillet. The 
pioneers didn't have room 
for a lot of fancy items. They 
only had room to pack two 
or three sets of tough 
clothing. They packed 
candles for lighting and a 
rifle to hunt with along the 
way. Other items included 
tents, bedding, and basic 
tools such as an axe and a 
shovel.

Week 7 – The Oregon 
Trail and Other Trails

Week 7 – Native 
Americans & their Moons

Each Month is 

The Moon…

Week 9

Native Americans

Jan Of The Strong Cold

Feb When The Snow 
Drifts

Mar Of the Red Grass 
appearing

Apr When the ponies 
shed

May When the Grass is 
up

Jun When the cherries 
are Ripe

Jul When the Geese 
Lose their Feathers

Aug When the Deer 
Paw the earth

Sep Of the Drying 
Grass

Oct Of the Wild Rice

Nov Of the Rutting 
Deer

Dec Of the Popping 
Trees

Copy out this calendar and 
draw or find images to go 

with each moon

Week 9

Oregon Trail Quiz 
Task to do: Copy out the 
Questions and answer them.

1) Around how long is the 
Oregon Trail?

2) In what state did the Oregon 
Trail begin?

3) What was the main vehicle 
used to carry belongings by 
pioneers on the Oregon Trail

4) True or False: The main 
danger to pioneers on the trail 
was Native Americans.  

5) Around how long did it 
typically take for a wagon train 
to travel the Oregon Trail?

6) Which of the following states 
did the Oregon Trail NOT pass 
through Nebraska, California, 
Idaho, or Wyoming, Oregon? 

7) During what century was the 
Oregon Trail most travelled?  

8) In what state did the Oregon 
Trail end?

9) What was the main cause of 
death to pioneers on the trail?  

10) What was the main item 
that pioneers brought with 
them in their covered wagons?

Facts to Learn: Although the Oregon 
Trail was the most used wagon trail, 
there were other trails that led out 
west. Some of them branched off 
the Oregon Trail like the California 
Trail which left the Oregon Trail in 
Idaho and headed south to 
California.
In 1849, a guide was published 
describing the overland journey to 
California.
There were reports of the trail being 
littered with items that people cast 
off along the way. These included 
books, stoves, trunks and other 
heavy items.
It took about five months for a 
wagon train to make the journey
Facts to Learn: The first major 
migration took place in 1843 when a 
single large wagon train of 120 
wagons and 500 people made the 
trip.
The trail was popular until the 
‘transcontinental railroad’ 
connected the east to the west in 
1869.
In 1978, the U.S. Congress officially 
named the trail the Oregon National 
Historic Trail. Although much of the 
trail has been built over through the 
years, around 300 miles of it has 
been preserved and you can still see 
the ruts made from the wagon 
wheels.

Some Native Americans were 
nomadic (did not live in one place, 
but travelled between seasons), 
some were semi-nomadic, and 
others were static (remained in the 
same place).

It is estimated that there were many 
languages spoken in around 600 
different dialects.

Religions and beliefs were very 
important to the Native American 
way of life. Animism is a commonly 
shared belief amongst American 
Indian tribes. It is based on the 
spiritual belief that everything, 
living, natural or inanimate and has 
a soul or spirit

Festivals and ceremonies were very 
important to Native American 
culture and were closely linked to 
religion and beliefs. It was usual to 
hold ceremonies and rituals to 
worship and pacify the spirits; the 
festivals and ceremonies would 
include chanting, singing and 
dancing.

Native American totem poles are 
large trees carved with figures 
representing faiths and beliefs. The 
carvings, colours and symbols on a 
totem pole have spiritual meanings 
and significance.

Music and dance were important 
parts of the Native American 
culture. Songs were sung at 
important religious rituals, but were 
also part of everyday life. They 
believed that music was the 
language of the spirits.
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Year 7 English – Noughts and Crosses
Week 1

• Malorie Blackman was born in 
1962 in London. Her parents 
are from Barbados. She 
qualified in Computer Science 
and followed a successful 
career in computing, before 
becoming a writer at the age of 
28.

• She has since written 60 books 
for children and young adults. 
Her best-known books for 
young adults are the multi 
award-winning Noughts & 
Crosses series. 

• With Noughts and Crosses, 
Blackman addresses racial 
issues, depicting a world in 
which black people, or 
'Crosses', are the ruling elite 
and white people, or 'noughts', 
are confined to minority status, 
denied legal rights and work in 
menial jobs.

• She has been awarded 
numerous prizes and in 2008 
she received an OBE for her 
services to children’s literature. 

• Malorie Blackman was the 
Children’s Laureate 2013–15.

Key Vocabulary 

• racism (Unfair treatment of 
people based on the opinion 
that one race, typically the 
race with more wealth and 
power, is better than another 
race or races.)

• prejudice (An opinion that is 
formed without knowing or 
considering all the facts; 
hatred or unfair treatment 
toward a person or group 
without  reason.)

• interracial (Involving two 
races, e.g. an interracial 
marriage)

• discrimination (The act of 
treating some people unfairly 
because of prejudice.)

• segregation (The practice of 
separating people according to 
groups, especially racial 
groups.)

• oppression (The act of treated 
in a way that is cruel or unfair).

• repression (The action of 
subduing  or overpowering 
someone by force)

Week 3 

Key Vocabulary 

• dystopia (An imagined state or 
society in which injustice, 
oppression are the norm.)

• rebellious (Someone who is 
difficult to control and does 
not follow the rules.)

• betrayal (To not be loyal to 
your country or a person, 
often by doing something 
harmful such as helping their 
enemies.)

• liberation (An occasion when 
something or someone is 
released or made free.)

• militia (A military force whose 
members are not soldiers in a 
permanent army.)

• terrorism (The use of violence 
or fear by a political group as a 
way of forcing others to meet 
its demands.)

• extremism (Someone having 
beliefs that most people think 
are unreasonable and 
unacceptable.)

• dominant (Being more 
important, strong, or 
successful than anything else 
of the same type.)

Week 4

Context

The play is in the dystopian 
genre, (relating to an imagined 
state or society where there is 
great suffering or injustice). 
However, it has taken 
inspiration from real historical 
events and societies. 

Apartheid (South Africa) was a 
system for keeping white people 
and non-whites separated in 
South Africa. It lasted from 
about 1950 to the early 1990s. 
The population of South Africa is 
mainly non-white but the white 
government leaders established 
laws to keep racial groups 
separate and discriminated 
against the non-white majority.

Jim Crow Laws (USA) were laws 
in the South based on race. They 
enforced segregation between 
white people and black people 
in public places such as schools, 
transportation, restrooms, and 
restaurants. They also made it 
difficult for black people to vote.

The Black Panthers (USA) were 
a political group of around 2000 
African  Americans who believed 
in fighting for their civil rights. 
They were seen by some as an 
army as they clashed violently 
with the police many times. 
Others saw them as freedom 
fighters as they set up charities 
to help black Americans. 

Week 5 

Key Quotations – Callum

‘I may be a nought, but I’m 
worth more than nothing. I’m 
not a Blanker. A waste of time 
and space. A zero. A nothing.

‘Being in and being accepted 
are two different things.’

‘Why couldn’t I live in a house 
like Sephy’s?’

‘Noughts and Crosses should 
be equal... I support anyone 
who tries to bring that about.’

‘They'd murdered my dad... 
Something inside me had died 
as well.’

‘I want to smash you and every 
other Dagger who crosses my 
path. I hate you so much it 
scares me.’

‘Love doesn't exist – friendship 
doesn't exist between a 
Nought and a Cross.’

EXTENTION TASK: 

Write a WHAT/HOW/WHY 
analysis of one or two of the 
quotations. Don’t forget to use 
IMPACTS. 

Week 2
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Year 7 English – Noughts and Crosses
Week 6

Key Quotations  - Sephy

‘This place isn’t so bad, is it?’

‘Us noughts and you Crosses. It 
makes it sound like… like I’m in 
one world and you’re in 
another.’

‘Shouting, like an angry wave, 
rolled towards me.’

‘YOU’RE ALL BEHAVING LIKE 
ANIMALS… WORSE THAN 
ANIMALS! LIKE BLANKERS!’

‘It’s just a word.’

‘The news lies all the time… 
the majority of Noughts are 
decent, hard working people.’

‘You’re a Nought and I’m a 
Cross and there's no way we 
could ever be together.’

‘I love you. And you love me, I 
think.’

EXTENTION TASK: 

Write a WHAT/HOW/WHY 
analysis of one or two of the 
quotations. Don’t forget to use 
IMPACTS. 

Learn These Key Quotations –
Other characters

Jude: ‘I’m the only one…who 
knows what he is and is proud 
of it.’

***

Mr Corsa: ‘Get back to your 
own table – NOW!’ 

Joanne: ‘Everyone knows 
they’re all muggers and they 
hang around in gangs and knife 
people’

***

Kamal: ‘This government does 
not allow itself to be 
whitemailed by illegal terrorist 
groups.’

Kamal: ‘cowardly, barbaric act 
of terrorism.’

EXTENTION TASK: 

Write a WHAT/HOW/WHY 
analysis of one or two of the 
quotations. Don’t forget to use 
IMPACTS. 

Week 8

Meggie: ‘You killed – you 
murdered all those people.’ 

Ryan: ‘They were legitimate 
targets.’ 

Ryan: ’Long live the liberation 
militia!’

***

Jasmine: ‘Oh, Persephone. 
Grow up. It's about time 
you stopped behaving like a 
child!’

Jasmine: ‘One day you'll realise 
that you can't always do what 
you want in this life.’

EXTENTION TASK: 

Write a WHAT/HOW/WHY 
analysis of one or two of the 
quotations. Don’t forget to use 
IMPACTS. 

Week 9

Dramaturgy

• Stage Directions - an 
instruction in the text of a play 
indicating the movement, 
position, or tone of an actor, 
or the sound effects and 
lighting.

• Narrator – one of the 
performers who speaks 
directly to the audience to tell 
a story, give information or 
comment on the action of the 
scene or the motivations of 
characters.

• Entrances and exits – when 
and how characters enter and 
exit the stage.

• Character construct – the 
deliberate crafting of a 
character by a writer as a 
symbol of something. 

• Foreshadowing - a writer gives 
an advance hint of what is to 
come later in the story.

• Dramatic Irony – when the 
audience knows something 
that the characters don’t.

• Tension and Tone – when the 
writer creates a tense 
atmosphere or tone in the 
play.

• Props and symbolism – items 
and objects used by characters 
in the play which represent 
wider ideas. on the stage

EXTENSION: list examples of these 
techniques from the play. 

Week 10

Revise all of the key quotations 
from Week 5, Week 6, Week 7 
and Week 8 ready to use them 
in Assessment Week.

Week 7
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YEAR 7 CYCLE 3 GEOGRAPHY – Tectonic Hazards Knowledge Organiser

WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4 WEEK 5

In 1912, Alfred Wegener,  a German 
meteorologist, put forward his theory 
of continental drift. He argued that 
millions of years ago, the continents 
that we know today were joined 
together into one supercontinent
called Pangea. The continents have 
been drifting apart and together ever 
since. 
Lithosphere: Outer layer of the Earth 
Sometimes called the crust.
Mantle: Much thicker mass of rock 
under the lithosphere (about 2900km 
thick). Rocks hot enough to deform 
and move like plastic. 
Outer core is liquid. Inner core is solid 
and made of iron and nickel. 
Oceanic plate: 50-100km thick.
Continental plate: Up to 200km thick.

Destructive plate boundary: Plates 
move together. If an oceanic plate 
moves towards a continental plate, the 
heavier oceanic plate sinks (called 
subduction) beneath the continental 
one. This creates an ocean trench. 
Continental plate moves up to form 
mountain belts. The melting oceanic 
plate creates magma which rises to 
the surface as a volcanic eruption. The 
pressure can trigger earthquakes.
Collision zone: Two continental plates 
meet and push upwards to create 
high mountain belts. No volcanoes.

Constructive plate boundary: two 
plates are forced apart. Magma rises 
and the hot rocks melt, forming a 
ridge of volcanoes and new ocean 
lithosphere. Forms a mid-ocean 
ridge.
Conservative plate boundary: Two 
plates slide slowly past each other. 
Friction causes the plates to stick 
together and pressure builds. As the 
friction is overcome, the sudden 
movement creates a severe 
earthquake. No magma escapes so 
there are no volcanic eruptions. 

Focus: the centre of an earthquake 
below the Earth’s surface.
Epicentre: the area on the surface 
directly above the focus. 
Seismic waves: waves of energy.
Richter scale: measurement of the 
magnitude or size on an earthquake. 
Recorded on a seismometer.
Mercalli scale: measurement of the 
intensity of the earthquake by 
recording the effect and damage it 
caused. 

Nepal earthquake (25 April 2015)
Collision zone between Indian and 
Eurasian plate. Focus 8km deep. 8,632 
dead and 19,009 injured. Worst in 80 
years. Temperatures fell at night, 
survivors suffering hypothermia. 
Landslides cut off remote villages. 
Triggered an avalanche at Mt Everest. 
International aid from China and India: 
$1 billion to help. 
Christchurch earthquake (22 
February 2011)
6.3 magnitude, 5km deep. 
Conservative plate margin (Pacific 
and Australian plate). 181 people died, 
2,000 injured. Over 50% of the city’s 
buildings damaged. Businesses closed. 
$898 million in insurance claims. Water 
and sewerage restored by August 
2011. 

WEEK 6 WEEK 7 WEEK 8 WEEK 9 WEEK 10

Magma chamber: A store of molten 
rock deep within the Earth.
Pyroclastic flow: a fast-flowing 
current of hot gas, ash and other 
volcanic matter. Can reach speeds of 
700km/h and temp of 1000oC.
Shield volcano: gentle slopes forming 
from runny lava spreading far e.g. 
Mauna Loa, Hawaii
Composite volcano: Steep sides, 
cone shape. Form from thick, viscous 
lava that does not flow easily e.g. Mt 
Fuji, Japan.

Eyjafjallajökull eruption, Iceland 
(April 2010)
Started on 20 March when a 500 metre 
fissure opened up. Constructive plate 
margin. The eruption happened under 
an ice sheet. Dissolved gases in the 
molten rock along with steam 
generated from the melting ice 
caused a huge column of volcanic 
ash. Areas were flooded by the 
Jökulhlaups (glacier meltwater 
floods). Farm land was affected by 
heavy ash fall, poisoning animals. 
Perishable foods were wasted as they 
could not be transported into Europe 
e.g. flowers from Kenya. 95,000 flights 
were cancelled. People were not able 
to get to work because they were 
stranded. The eruption cost airlines 
$200 million per day. 

Tsunami: a large ocean wave caused 
by an underwater earthquake or 
volcanic eruption. They are NOT tidal 
waves!
A tsunami can have a very long 
wavelength that can be hundreds of 
kilometres long. You tend not to 
notice them at sea; they increase in 
height when they meet the shallow 
water and friction at the shore. 
In deep water, tsunamis travel over 
500mph or as fast as a jet plane. 
A sign that a tsunami is coming is 
often the withdrawal of water from a 
beach.

SE Asia tsunami (25 December 
2004)
Indo-Australian plate subducting 
beneath Eurasian plate. Magnitude 9.0 
quake. Speed of tsunami up to 
800km/h. 15 metre height onshore. 
250,000 people died across 13 
countries. Two million homeless. 
Indonesia and Thailand most affected. 
Now an Indian Ocean early warning 
system. 
Japan tsunami (11 March 2011)
Magnitude 9.0. Pacific and North 
America plate. Epicentre 129km away 
from Japan. Wave travelled 10km 
inland in Sendai. Destroyed sea walls. 
Fukushima nuclear power plant 
flooding – radioactive disaster. 18000 
people died. Total damages $300 
billion. 

Managing earthquakes: People may 
have earthquake survival kits and 
earthquake drills to practise what 
people would do during a real 
earthquake (drop, cover, hold on). 
Building can be made earthquake 
resistant using cross bracing and sheer 
walls. Old buildings can be modified to 
make them more resistant (called 
retrofitting).

Managing volcanic eruptions: Easier 
to predict than earthquakes –
changes in gases, deformed land, 
foreshocks. Communities can have 
evacuation plans and hazard maps 
prevent building in vulnerable places. 
Some cities, like Tokyo, have hazards 
guides educating people about what 
to do in the event of tectonic hazards.
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Causes of the English Civil 
War

Religious

Some MPs were worried 
Charles was trying to make 
England more Catholic. He 
married a French Catholic, 
Henrietta Maria and 
Archbishop Laud made 
churches more richly 
decorated. 

Economic

Charles introduced Ship 
Money without Parliament’s 
permission. 

Political

The Royalists believed 
Charles was appointed by 
God (the divine right of kings) 
and that Parliament were 
unfairly trying to limit his 
power. 

Parliament believed that 
Charles was abusing his 
power and not listening to 
the people. For example, he 
shut down parliament for 11 
years.

Parliament gave Charles 2 
lists of demands: the Grand 
Remonstrance and the 19 
Propositions. 

Events of the English Civil War

When was it?

1642 – 1649

Who was involved?

The Royalists were nicknamed 
the Cavaliers and led by Charles 
I.

They fought the 
Parliamentarians who were 
nicknamed the Roundheads and 
led by Oliver Cromwell.

What happened?

The Parliamentarians eventually 
defeated the Royalists.

Charles I was put on trial and 
executed in 1649.

What were the consequences?

Between 1649 and 1660 
England was a republic (there 
was no monarch).

From 1653 – 1658 Oliver 
Cromwell ruled England. He was 
known as the Lord Protector.

In 1660, Charles I’s son, Charles, 
was invited back to be King 
Charles II.

The Industrial Revolution – Key 
words:

Industry: The making of 
goods.

Revolution: A major 
change.

Trade: The buying and 
selling of goods.

Population: The number of 
people living in a certain 
place.

Labour: Hard work.

Rural: Areas of 
countryside.

Urban: Areas that have 
been developed as towns 
or cities.

Urbanisation: When 
people move from rural 
areas to urban areas.

Agriculture: Farming.

The Norman Conquest

The 3 contenders for the throne 
in 1066 were William the 
Conqueror, Harold Godwinson 
and Harald Hardrada.

September 1066 – Harold 
Godwinson defeated Harald 
Hardrada at the Battle of 
Stamford Bridge.

October 1066 - William the 
Conqueror won the Battle of 
Hastings. 

How did the Normans keep 
control?

1. They built castles: motte and 
bailey, stone keep and 
concentric. These were for 
protection, to show the 
Normans’ power and to be 
centres of trade.

2. They introduced the feudal 
system:

3. They used fear and violence 
e.g. the Harrying of the North in 
1069. 

Why did Henry VIII break with 
Rome?

Love
Henry VIII had fallen in love with 
Anne Boleyn so wanted to divorce 
Catherine of Aragon to marry 
Anne. However, the Pope would 
not grant him a divorce.

Money
Henry VIII was bankrupt due to 
wars in France and extravagant 
spending. If he changed the 
church from Catholic to Protestant 
then all taxes could be given to 
him instead of the Pope. He could 
also gain the monasteries’ wealth. 
Many people thought that the 
Catholic Church was too rich.

Power
All English churches were Catholic 
and so were controlled by the 
Pope. Henry VII did not like this. 
He also wanted to have an heir to 
the throne, a boy, in order to 
continue his family line.

Faith
Two of Henry’s close advisers 
were Protestant: Thomas 
Cromwell and Thomas Cramner. 
Many other rich people in England 
would also support a Protestant 
Church.
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Causes of the Industrial 
Revolution:

Population growth

Between 1750 and 1900 the 
population grew from 10million 
to 40 million. This provided the 
workforce for the factories and 
people to buy the goods that 
were made.

Raw materials

By 1850, Britain produced two 
thirds of the world’s coal. Coal 
was the fuel that powered 
steam engines and machines in 
factories. Iron was also used to 
make machines and railways.

The agricultural revolution

New farming equipment was 
developed and machines began 
to replace farm workers. The 
amount of corn grown per acre 
increased by 40%.

Improvements in transport

The first steam-powered railway 
was built between Liverpool and 
Manchester in 1830. Railways 
were then built across the 
country in the 1840s and 1850s. 
Canals (human-made 
waterways) were also built to 
transport goods and materials. 

Causes of the Industrial 
Revolution:

Growth of banks

Banks were started in the 18th

century and by the early 19th

century there were over 400 
banks across the country. Banks 
provided capital (money) for 
entrepreneurs, who took out 
loans. 

Inventors and inventions

Thomas Newcomen invented a 
steam engine in around 1712. This 
was improved in the 1770s by 
James Watt, who invented a 
steam engine, that could turn a 
wheel much more efficeniently. 

Entrepreneurs

Entrepreneurs were businessmen 
who were willing to take risks by 
investing money to set up 
businesses producing goods. Two 
successful entrepreneurs were 
Richard Arkwright and Matthew 
Boulton. 

Growth of the British Empire

At one point, Britain ruled around 
450 million people in 56 different 
countries. British companies could 
sell their goods to people all over 
the Empire. Britain also gained 
raw materials such as cotton from 
the colonies.

Industrial Cities – Key words:

Labour: Hard work.

Profit: The money that you make 
(income minus expenditure).

Terraced housing: Houses that 
are joined together in a row.

Back-to-backs: Houses that were 
built in terraces and joined to 
the row behind. They had only 
one wall that windows could be 
put in to.

Cellars: A room built below the 
ground floor. They were often 
damp and dirty.

Privies: Toilets which were built 
outside houses. They were 
shared by up to hundreds of 
people from poor families. 

Cesspits: The hole dug 
underneath privies, were 
sewage collected.

Night-soilmen: People who 
cleaned out the cesspits. 
Sometimes they were not paid 
by landlords and the cesspits 
overflowed.

Industrial Cities – Key words:

Disease: An illness that is spread 
by germs.

Waterborne disease: A disease 
that spreads through dirty water.

Cholera: A waterborne disease 
that killed 31,000 people in 
Britain in 1831-32. Symptoms 
included diarrhoea, vomiting, 
turning a blue-black colour and 
sunken eyes.

Tuberculosis (TB): A disease that 
attacks people’s lungs. It affected 
people who lived in dirty and 
damp homes. Symptoms 
included severe coughing, 
coughing up blood and fever. It is 
estimated to be responsible for 
about one third of deaths 
between 1800-1850 in Britain.

Miasma: Many people believed 
that dirty streets and sewers 
gave off a poisonous gas called 
‘miasma’. They were wrong –
most diseases actually spread 
through dirty water.

Rate payers: People who pay 
taxes.

Changes during the Industrial 
Revolution, 1750-1900:

Population increased from about 
10 million to about 40 million.

There was mass urbanisation –
In 1750 about 15% of people 
lived in towns or cities. By 1900 
it was about 80%.

Between 1750 and 1850 the 
amount of food produced on 
British farms doubled.

The steam powered train was 
invented and railways were built 
across Britain.

Canals (man-made waterways) 
were built to transport coal and 
other goods.

Instead of jobs which were 
based in the home or small 
workshops, most people began 
to work in factories or mines.  
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Knife Safety
•Don’t run
•Select the right knife for the task
•Keep knives sharp and handles in 
good condition
•Use a chopping board.
•Cut downwards with firm even 
pressure, away from the body.
•Wash knives immediately after 
use/ don’t leave in the sink.
•Don’t catch a falling knife.
•Keep knives in a rack or block.

Knife skills

Different Methods of Cutting 
Vegetables. 

Julienne –
Cutting 
vegetables into 
Matchstick
strips.

Brunoise – cutting
vegetables into 
tiny dice from 
julienne strips.

Macédoine – cutting
vegetables into
medium dice.

Jardiniére –
cutting into 
batons

Cross Contamination Hazards 
include:

Biological (bacterial contamination)

Chemical (food being contaminated 
by cleaning products)

Physical (anything physical 
e.g. Jewellery, stones, nuts, 
bolts, insects.)

High Risk Foods -Foods which help 
support the growth of bacteria. 
Examples are meat, eggs, shellfish, 
cooked rice, dairy, gravy.

o Always keep high risk foods 
in the fridge below 5 degrees.

o Always check the use by date

o Ensure high risk foods 
are cooked to a core 
temperature of 75 degrees c.

o Always wash hands 
after handling high risk foods

o Always prepare high risk 
foods on correct chopping 
board

The Eatwell Guide shows how much 
of what we eat overall should come 
from each food group to achieve a 
healthy, balanced diet.

You do not need to achieve this 
balance with every meal, but try to 
get the balance right over a day or 
even a week.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-
clips-video/design-and-technology-
gcse-eight-tips-for-healthy-
eating/zby76v4

Nutrient- building blocks that make 
up food and have specific and 
important roles to play in the body. 
Some nutrients provide energy 
while others are essential for 
growth and maintenance of the 
body. The 5 main nutrients are: 
carbohydrates, protein, fats (these 
are macro nutrients) vitamins and 
minerals (these are micro nutrients)

Main Food Groups and Nutrients 
- Nutrients are molecules in food 
that all organisms need to make 
energy, grow, 
develop and 
reproduce.

Safety
• Only enter the room with your 

teacher.
• Do not run in the kitchen.
• Treat all equipment with 

respect.
• Report all spillages to a 

teacher.
• Wash up using only hot water 

and washing up liquid.
• Report any accidents to your 

teacher.
Cooking Skills
Preparation of ingredients and 
equipment. Before you begin 
cooking you need to be prepared. 
Preparation before starting to cook 
is called mise-en-place. A good way 
to remember how to set up your 
area is ‘HATTIE’
H – Tie your hair back or wear a hat. 
Wash your hands.
A – Put an apron on.
T – Clean your table with 
antibacterial spray.
T – Collect a tray to keep all your 
ingredients together.
I – Collect all the ingredients you 
need. 
E – Collect equipment you need; 
prepare any tins/baking sheets (e.g. 
grease or line).

What personal hygiene rules and 
protective clothing should be worn 
at school in H&C lessons? You must 
always wash hands, tie long hair 
back, wear an apron (blazer 
removed) and wear a blue plaster 
on any open cuts. You must also be 
wearing sturdy leather shoes. (Your 
school shoes should be fine)

Using an apron over your jacket will 
add an extra layer of protection 
against hot liquids, foods and 
equipment, as well as keeping you 
looking professional. 

Oven gloves will protect your hands 
from hot cookware when using 
ovens and other cooking 
equipment. Their heat resistant 
construction makes it safe for you 
to remove baking trays, dishes and 
other cookware from ovens without 
burning your hands. 

8 Tips for Healthy Eating –
Base your meals on starchy 
foods
Eat lots of fruit and vegetables
Eat more fish
Cut down on saturated fat and 
eat less salt
Get active and be a healthy 
weight
Don’t get thirsty
Don’t skip breakfast

Claw Bridge

Food 
Group

Nutrient 
(main) Function

Fruit and 
vegetables

Vitamins, 
e.g. Vitamin 
A and 
Vitamin C

Vitamin A is 
needed for night 
vision.
Vitamin C is 
needed for the 
maintenance of 
healthy skin.

Potatoes, 
bread, rice, 
pasta and 
other 
starchy 
carbohydra
tes

Carbohydra
te

Carbohydrate is 
the main source 
of energy for the 
body.

Beans, 
pulses, 
fish, eggs, 
meat and 
other 
proteins

Protein

Minerals, 
e.g. Iron

Protein is needed 
for growth and 
repair.

Iron is a mineral 
which is needed 
for healthy blood.

Dairy and 
alternative
s

Minerals, 
e.g. Calcium

Calcium is a 
mineral which is 
needed for the 
growth and 
maintenance of 
strong bones and 
teeth.

Oil and 
spreads

Fat

Fat is needed for 
health, but in 
small amounts.
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Explain in your own words what happened in 
the life of Guru Nanak.

Nanak was born into a Hindu family in 
a village where Muslims and Hindus 
lived together. When he was born he 
was said to have not cried like most 
babies but just smiled. The nurse was 
convinced he was special and that she 
could see a dazzling light around his 
head. His father was worried and 
asked the priest what it meant. The 
priest said it was a good sign and that 
it meant Nanak would grow up to be a 
great king or guru (teacher). From 
stories that have been handed down, 
we know that Nanak was very 
inquisitive, always asking 
questions. Nanak was not at school 
for very long. He would rather sit 
quietly and think about God than read 
textbooks. Nanak’s father had hoped 
that his son would join the family 
business. However Nanak had a 
tendency to give away his things, 
including clothes, to the 
poor. Nanak’s father thought that if 
he gave his son an important business 
task, his son would learn about the 
business. Nanak was given a large 
amount of money to buy things to 
sell. On his way to the city, he met 
twenty holy men. They were thin and 
hungry so Nanak spent all his money 
on food for them. Nanak returned 
home with nothing and his dad was 
very angry but Nanak replied that he 
had helped twenty starving people, so 
what could be better work than that? 
Every morning, Nanak would get up 
early and go the river to bathe and 
then say his prayers. One day, Nanak 
did not return. His friends went 
looking for him but could only find his 
clothes. They could not find Nanak 
anywhere. His family were upset and 
thought he had drowned. Nanak’s 
sister was the only one who believed 
he was still alive. 2 days later and 
there was still no sign of Nanak but on 
the third day he 
reappeared. Everyone was amazed 
asking where he had been all this 
time. He replied he had been with 
God and God had told him to go and 
teach others and that he was a 
Guru. Nanak taught people that there 
is no Hindu, there is no Muslim. After 
his religious experience, Guru Nanak 
left his family and travelled around 
teaching people. Those who followed 
his teachings became known as 
Sikhs. After twenty years of travelling, 
he settled down with his 
family. Before Guru Nanak died, he 
chose one of his followers, Lehna to 
be his successor. Guru Nanak named 
Lehna Guru Angad, which means 
‘myself’. Guru Nanak died 1539. 

Sikh Beliefs

Sikhs focus their lives around 
their relationship with God, 
and being a part of the Sikh 
community. The Sikh ideal 
combines action and belief. 
To live a good life a person 
should do good deeds as well 
as meditating on God.

Sikhs believe that human 
beings spend their time in a 
cycle of birth, life, and 
rebirth. They share this belief 
with followers of other 
Indian religious traditions 
such as Hinduism, Buddhism 
and Jainism.

The quality of each particular 
life depends on the law of 
Karma. Karma sets the 
quality of a life according to 
how well or badly a person 
behaved in their previous 
life. The only way out of this 
cycle, which all faiths regard 
as painful, is to achieve a 
total knowledge of and union 
with God.

Guru Nanak’s teachings were 
that there is only one God, all 
humans are equal, you 
should work hard, help 
others and always tell the 
truth.

Sikh Beliefs

Sikh beliefs about God are:

• There is only one God

• God is without form, or 
gender

• Everyone has direct 
access to God

• Everyone is equal 
before God

• A good life is lived as 
part of a community, by 
living honestly and 
caring for others

• Empty religious rituals 
and superstitions have 
no value

When a Sikh wants to see 
God, they look both at the 
created world and into their 
own heart and soul.Their aim 
is to see the divine order that 
God has given to everything, 
and through it to understand 
the nature of God.

Most human beings can’t see 
the true reality of God 
because they are blinded by 
their own self-centred pride 
(Sikhs call it haumain) and 
concern for physical things. 
Sikhs believe that God is 
inside every person, no 
matter how wicked they 
appear, and so everyone is 
capable of change.

Being a Sikh

• Sikhs don't think it 
pleases God if people 
pay no attention to 
others and simply 
devote themselves to 
religion on its own.

• Sikhism doesn’t ask 
people to turn away 
from ordinary life to get 
closer to God. In fact, it 
demands that they use 
ordinary life as a way to 
get closer to God.

• A Sikh serves God by 
serving (sewa) other 
people every day. By 
devoting their lives to 
service and helping 
others, they get rid of 
their own ego and 
pride.

• Many Sikhs carry out 
chores in the Gurdwara 
as their service to the 
community. These 
range from working in 
the kitchen to cleaning 
the floor. The Langar, 
or free food kitchen, is 
a community act of 
service.

• Sikhs also regard caring 
for the poor or sick as 
an important duty of 
service.

Key words to memorise

The Caste 
system

This is class 
structure that is 
decided by the 
family you are 
born into

Inequality The idea that life 
and opportunities 
are unequal or 
unjust for different 
people

Guru 
Nanak

The founder of the 
religion of Sikhism

The 5Ks The five things a 
Sikh wears to 
show they are 
Sikh

Kanga A wooden comb

Kara A steel bracelet

Kesh Uncut hair and the 
wearing of a 
turban for this

Kaccha White cotton 
shorts

Kirpan A miniature steel 
sword

The 
Gurdwara

The Sikh place of 
worship

The 
Langar

The kitchen in a 
Gurdwara where 
people of all 
religions and 
walks of life as 
invited to eat a 
free meal
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How
 to login:

1.
Go to  ‘w

w
w

.sparx.co.uk’
2.

Click on ‘Login’ in the top right corner, then on ‘Student Login’.
3.

Search for St Luke’s Church of England School’ in the ‘find your school’ box.
4.

Login w
ith your usernam

e and passw
ord, w

hich should be w
ritten into your hom

ew
ork book.

5.
Click on ‘Hom

ew
ork’

Com
plete your com

pulsory Sparx hom
ew

ork as follow
s: 

W
rite the bookw

ork code
You m

ust show
 your w

orking and your answ
er.

M
ark your answ

er. 
If you are struggling, w

atch the video.
Your hom

ew
ork is only com

plete w
hen you have answ

ered every question correctly. 

Set
Due (8am

)

Thursday
W

ednesday

W
hat if I need help?

Drop in help is available on M
onday/Tuesday.

Your book w
ork should 

look like this.
You can earn m

erits for 
good book w

ork, as w
ell 

as com
pleting your 

com
pulsory, XP boost and 

target hom
ew

ork tasks.

Com
plete your Sparx by 

M
onday m

orning to earn 
extra m

erits!

Hom
ew

ork
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Weeks 3 & 4

Weeks 5 & 6 Weeks 7 & 8 Weeks 9 & 10

Music : Just Play Pop
Weeks 1 & 2Voices in Pop

In pop music singers will usually be one of the following:
The lead singer – they sing the main melody and are often the most famous person in a group. Think Freddy Mercury in Queen or John 
Bon Jovi in Bon Jovi! 

Backing Singer – they sing the harmonies that accompany the melody.
The main ways they accompany the lead singer are:

In Harmony
All singing 

different notes 
that fit together.

In Unison
All singing the 
same notes.

Descant
Singing a much 
higher part in 
time with the 

main tune.

Call and Response
Repeating whatever the lead vocalist sings or 

answering the lead with another tune.

Singers can sing in many different ways, please try and learn the following:
A Cappella – singing with no instrument or backing track
Vibrato – when a singers voice wobbles slightly up and down in pitch
Falsetto – when men or sometimes women, make their voices go really high
Portamento – when a singer slides from one note to the other
Riffing – when singers decorate and add bits to a tune. Mariah Carey is very famous for doing just this.
Rapping – when lyrics are spoken or chanted to a beat.
Beatboxing – using the voice to make percussive sounds, imitating a drum kit or DJ equipment.

Pop Song Structure

Pop songs usually have an intro. This does two jobs:
• It often uses the best bit from the rest of the song to set the 

mood.
• It grabs the listener’s attention and makes them listen!

Verse-Chorus Structure

After an intro most pop songs go : 
Verse – Chorus – Verse – Chorus

All verses usually have the same tune but different lyrics for each 
verse.
The chorus has a different tune to the verse and this is usually 
very catchy. The lyrics do not change.

To avoid boredom songs will usually fit in something called a 
Middle 8 or Bridge. It’s usually in the middle of the song as is 
something very different to the rest of what has come before it.

Instruments of Pop

Pop songs can use any instruments but these are the most 
common.

• Lead Guitar – this is an electric guitar that plays the tune
• Rhythm Guitar – this is a guitar that plays chords
• Bass Guitar – this instrument plays the bass line ( the lowest 

pitched part of the music)
• Drums – this instrument sets the tempo and plays rhythms 

to fit the style of the music.
The main instruments of a drum kit are :
Snare drum, Bass drum, Hi-hat, Tom-toms and Cymbals
• Piano/Keyboard – these instruments can play the melody or 

chords to fill out the harmony
• Synthesizers – they can play any part as they can make the 

sound of any instrument you want.

Make sure you know the exact position 
of these chords on the keyboard and 
how they look on the music stave.

C Major 

E Minor

D Major 

G Major 

G
E
C

B
G
E

A
F#
D

D
B
G

Electronic Vocal Effects

You can add even more interest to the voice in pop music by 
applying effects. Some are interesting and some are really 
strange...

• Reverb– this is short for reverberation and sounds like an 
echo has been added to the sound.

• Multi-Tracking– this is when tracks are recorded separately 
and then played back at the same time. It allows one singer 
to record the solo part and the backing vocals. This would 
allow them to be the only voice on a record. 

• Sampling– using a short recording of someone else’s voice in 
your song. 

• Vocoder – this is a type of synthesizer that electronically 
alters your voice. It is able to create some very strange 
effects such as altering the pitch of your voice to ridiculous 
extremes. 

• Auto-Tuning – when your voice is electronically adjusted to 
sound as if it is in tune. This then makes them sound as if 
they are pitch perfect.
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The Components of Fitness.

REMEMBER THE ACRONYMS

Sprinters Can Run Fast Speeds
Marathon Can Be Painful

Strength - The ability to 
overcome a resistance.

Coordination - The ability to use 
2 or more body parts together 
smoothly and efficiently.

Reaction time  - The time taken 
to initiate a response to a 
stimulus.

Flexibility - The range of 
movement possible at a joint.

Speed- The maximum rate at 
which an individual is able to 
perform a movement or cover a 
distance in a period of time.

Agility - The ability to move and 
change direction quickly whilst 
maintaining control.

Muscular Endurance - The ability 
of a muscle group to undergo 
repeated contractions avoiding 
fatigue.

Cardiovascular Endurance - The 
ability of the heart and lungs to 
supply oxygen to the working 
muscles.

Balance - Maintaining the centre 
of mass over the base of support.

Power - Maintaining the centre 
of mass over the base of support.

Types (Methods) of Training 

Continuous training – steady-
state low- moderate intensity.

Example Athletes– Paula 
Radcliffe/Mo Farah (long 
distance runners).

Fartlek training – continuous 
steady state aerobic exercise 
with random higher intensity 
periods.

Example Athletes– Lucy 
Bronze/Ollie Watkins 
(footballers).

Interval Training – periods of 
exercise followed by periods of 
rest used by both aerobic and 
anaerobic performers.

Example Athletes – Candace 
Parker/ LeBron James 
(Basketballers).

TRAINING SEASONS

PRE-SEASON (PREPARATION)

Build fitness, aerobic. Skills 
needed for season.

COMPETITION SEASON
(PEAK/PLAYING)

Peak level of fitness, maintain it, 
work on skills.

POST-SEASON (TRANSITION)

Rest and recover, light aerobic 
training to not drop too far.

Types (Methods) of Training 

Circuit Training – a series of 
exercise stations arranged in a 
specific order to usually 
alternate muscle groups.

Example Athlete
Katarina Thompson-Johnson 
(heptathlon)/Raheem Sterling
(footballer).

Weight Training – a series of 
exercises organised into 
repetitions with an intensity and 
recovery time specific to the 
individual.

Example Athlete
Dina Asher-Smith/ (100m)/ 
Anthony Joshuer ( Boxer).

High Altitude Training

2000m+ above sea level

Less oxygen so body has to work 
harder

Body compensates by creating 
more red blood cells

Return to sea level and training 
is easier due to more red blood 
cells

Suits endurance athletes

Example Athletes – Paula 
Radcliffe/Mo Farrah
(Marathon Runners). Juliana 
Buhring/Sir Bradley Wiggins 
(Endurance Cyclists)

Types (Methods) of Training

Plyometrics – a series of 
explosive exercises to improve 
the speed at which a muscle 
contracts. Used by performers 
who sprint, jump or throw .

Example Athletes – Candace 
Parker ((Basketballers)/ Philips 
Idowu (Triple Jump).

High Intensity interval training 
(HIIT) – repeated periods of 
high-intensity exercise followed 
by varied recovery times.

Example Athletes– Lucy 
Bronze/Ollie Watkins 
(footballers).

MAXIMUM HEART RATE =

220 MINUS  YOUR AGE 

E.g. 220-11=209

60-80% = Aerobic

E.g. 125-167 bpm

80+% = Anaerobic

E.g. 167 bpm and over

The Principles of training –
Acronym - SPORT

• Specificity - Making training 
relevant to demands of the 
sport, muscles used, needs 
of the person.

• Progressive - Gradually 
increasing intensity of 
training over time.

• Overload - Working harder 
than normal to push the 
body.

• Reversibility - Negative 
effects when you stop 
training. Going backwards in 
training.

• Tedium - Boredom.

The Principles of training –
Acronym - FITT

• Frequency - How often you 
train.

• Intensity - How hard you 
train.

• Time - How long you train 
for.

• Type - What method of 
training you use.
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Energy can be transferred
between different stores. Energy 
transfer can occur electrically, 
mechanically, thermally and by 
light and sound. 

When energy is transferred, 
some energy is dissipated. 
Dissipation is the process of 
energy being transferred, or lost, 
to the surroundings, usually as 
thermal energy. It is a term used 
to describe ways in which energy 
is wasted.

Efficiency is a measure of how 
good a device is at transferring 
energy from one form to 
another. Energy efficiency can be 
calculated using:

Diagrams can be used to show 
how energy is transferred: 
1. Flow diagrams: boxes show 
energy stores; arrows show 
energy transfers.

2. Sankey diagrams: start off as 
one arrow that splits into two or 
more. They show how all the 
energy in a system is transferred 
into different stores. The width 
of each arrow represents the 
amount of energy in joules so 
they are drawn to scale. . 

Energy can be transferred by 
heating in three different ways: 
conduction, convection and 
radiation. 
Conduction
When a substance is heated:
• its particles gain internal 

energy and move more 
vigorously. 

• the particles bump into nearby 
particles and make them 
vibrate more. 

• this passes internal energy 
through the substance from 
the hot end to the cold end.

Convection
Convection occurs when 
particles with a lot of heat 
energy in a liquid or gas move 
and take the place of particles 
with less heat energy. 
Convection currents occur 
because:
• the liquid or gas in hot areas is 

less dense than the liquid or 
gas in cold areas, so it rises into 
the cold areas. 

• the denser cold liquid or gas 
falls into the warm areas. 

Radiation
Infrared radiation is a type of 
electromagnetic radiation that 
involves waves. Because no 
particles are involved, radiation 
can transfer heat energy through 
a vacuum. Infrared radiation can 
also pass through some gases 
and solid materials. 
Energy that is transferred to 
unwanted forms of energy is 
wasted. Wasted energy spreads 
out into the surroundings; this is 
called dissipated energy. 
There are a number of ways that 
unwanted energy transfers can 
be reduced. 
Lubrication can be used to 
reduce the friction between 
moving parts of a machine, 
which reduces the thermal 
energy transfer. 

The wasteful dissipation of 
thermal energy to the 
surroundings can be reduced 
using thermal insulation, e.g. loft 
insulation and cavity wall 
insulation. 

An energy resource is a useful 
supply or store of energy. The 
main energy resources available 
for use on Earth are: 
• the fossil fuels (coal, oil & gas)
• nuclear fuels such as uranium
• biofuels such as bioethanol
• the wind
• hydroelectricity
• the tides
• the Sun   
Fossil and nuclear fuels are non-
renewable; these resources are 
not replenished at the rate they 
are being used so will eventually 
run out. 

Fossil and nuclear fuels are 
reliable sources of energy. 
However, when fossil fuels burn, 
they release carbon dioxide into 
the atmosphere, which 
contributes to climate change. 
Nuclear power stations produce 
radioactive waste, which is 
expensive to store safely.
Renewable energy, from natural 
resources such as the wind and 
the Sun, is constantly being 
replenished as it is being used so 
will never run out. 

Renewable resources do not emit 
any polluting gases but are not 
available all of the time.

Energy cannot be created or 
destroyed but it can be 
transferred, dissipated (wasted) 
or stored in different ways. 
There are eight main stores of 
energy: 
• magnetic
• internal (thermal)
• chemical
• kinetic
• electrostatic
• elastic potential
• gravitational potential 
• nuclear
Kinetic energy is the energy 
stored in a moving object. The 
amount of kinetic energy stored 
in an object in motion depends 
on its mass (in kg) and speed (in 
m/s). 
Kinetic energy can be calculated 
using the equation:

often written as: 

Gravitational potential energy 
(GPE) is the energy stored in an 
object that is raised against the 
force of gravity. The amount of 
GPE stored in a raised object 
depends on its mass (in kg), the 
strength of gravity (g = 10N/kg 
on Earth) and how far the object 
is moved upwards (its height; in 
m). 
GPE can be calculated using the 
equation:

often written as: 
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Acceleration is the rate of 
change of velocity, i.e. the 
amount that velocity changes per 
unit time. 
The acceleration (in m/s2) of an 
object can be calculated using 
the following equation: 

often written as: 

For a moving object, the velocity 
can be represented by a velocity-
time graph. 

On a velocity-time graph:
• horizontal lines show that the 

object is moving at constant 
velocity

• sloping lines show that the 
object is accelerating

The area under a velocity-time 
graph represents the distance 
travelled and can be calculated 
using geometry as shown below

Forces are responsible for all the 
interactions between particles 
and objects. 
Contact forces: forces exerted 
between two objects when they 
are touching, e.g. reaction force, 
tension, friction and air 
resistance.  
Non-contact forces: forces that 
act between two objects that are 
not touching, e.g. magnetic, 
electrostatic and gravitational 
force. 
A force diagram uses arrows to 
show the forces acting on an 
object. These force arrows (or 
force vectors) represent the two 
essential features of a force:
• The direction in which the 

force acts is shown by the 
direction of the arrow

• The size of the force is 
shown by the length of the 
arrow.

Two forces can be added 
together to find a resultant 
force. 
If the weight of a box (acting 
downwards) is 50N and the 
normal reaction force (acting 
upwards) is 50N, the forces are 
balanced. The resultant force is 
zero.  

Forces affect the motion of an 
object. An object will remain in 
the same state of motion unless 
a resultant force acts on it. If the 
forces on an object are 
unbalanced:
• a stationary object starts to 

move in the direction of the 
resultant force

• a moving object changes speed 
and/or direction in the 
direction of the resultant force

The acceleration of an object in 
the direction of a resultant force  
depends on:
• the size of the force (for the 

same mass, the bigger the 
force the bigger the 
acceleration)

• the mass of the object (for the 
same force, the more massive 
the object the smaller the 
acceleration)

Balanced force: when the forces 
acting on an object in opposite 
directions are equal in 
magnitude 
Resultant force: The single force 
that could replace all the forces 
acting on an object, found by 
adding these together. 
Stationary: not moving
Unbalanced forces: when the 
force acting on an object in one 
direction is more than the force 
in the other direction

Weight is a measure of the pull 
of gravity on an object and 
depends on the strength of 
gravity; since weight is a force it 
is measured in newtons (N).
The weight of an object can be 
calculated using the equation:

often written as:  

On Earth, the gravitational field 
strength, g, has an approximate 
value of  10N/kg. 

Newton’s second law of motion 
can be described by the 
equation:

often written as:  

The equation shows that the 
acceleration, a,  of an object is 
proportional to the resultant 
force, F, on the object and 
inversely proportional to the 
mass, m (i.e. the acceleration of 
an object decreases if the mass 
of the object increases). Force is 
measured in N, mass in kg and 
acceleration in m/s2.

Core Practical Aim: to investigate 
the relationship between force, 
mass and acceleration by varying 
the masses added to trolleys. 

A physical quantity is something 
that can be measured, e .g. 
speed, distance and velocity. 

Speed is the distance travelled 
per unit time. It can be calculated 
using the equation:

Speed  is a scalar quantity; it has 
magnitude (size) but does not 
have a specific direction. Speed 
in a stated direction is known as 
velocity. Velocity is a vector 
quantity; it has both magnitude 
and a specific direction. 

For a moving object, the distance 
travelled can be represented by a 
distance-time graph.

On a distance-time graph:  
• horizontal lines show that the 

object is stationary (not 
moving)

• sloping lines show that the 
object is moving

The speed of an object can be 
calculated from the gradient of 
the line. The greater the gradient 
(and the steeper the line) the 
faster the object is moving. 

SSppeeeedd ((mm//ss))  ==  
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Une revista A magazine

Una tarea A task

Un teléfono A 
telephone

también also

bailar To dance

comprar To buy

escuchar To listen

hablar To speak

llegar To arrive

¿Quien? Who? 

Una amiga A friend

La música music

Una pareja A partner

importante important

bien good

muy bien Very good

estupendo

fenomenal

Hola 
¿ qué tal ? 

Hello , how 
are you?

Estoy regular, 
¿ Y tú?

I’m not bad , 
and you?

temprano early

¿ tienes un 
amigo español ?

Do you have 
a Spanish 
friend?

Tengo un gato I have a cat

tarde late

Con with

Otra vez again 

llevar To wear
To carry

necesitar To need

usar To use

ayudar To help

Una bolsa A bag

Una camisa A shirt

Una cosa A thing

Un producto A product

Un vaso A vase

Un voluntario A volunteer

Unos zapatos A shoes

luego Then,next

gracias Thank you

De nada You’re 
welcome

caminar To walk

estudiar To study

entiendo I understand

El arte Art

El español Spanish

La historia History

El grupo The group

El silencio Silence

Señor Mr/Sir

Señora Mrs

La verdad
Es 
verdadero

The truth
It’s true

Falso/a false

mucho A lot

pero but

o or

Perdón sorry

Perdóname Excuse me

No
No es difícil

No / not
It’s not  difficult

Revision 

Yo soy I am  (personality,
nationality  + job)

Tu eres You are

Él es
Ella es

He is
She is

Tengo I have

Tienes You have

Él tiene
Ella tiene

He has
She has

Yo estoy I am 
(location + mood )

Tu estás You are

él está
Ella está

He is
She is

inglés English

alegre happy

Nervioso nervous

Raro strange

tonto silly

alto tall
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Un autor/una 
autora

An author

Un color A colour

Un director
Una directora

A 
headteacher

Una flor A flower

Un plan A plan

Un profesor
Una profesora

A teacher

uno one

dos two

tres three

cuatro four

cinco five

seis six

siete seven

ocho eight

nueve nine

diez ten

Un numero A number

hay There is
There are

mirar To watch

Un hombre A man

Un chico A boy

Una mujer A woman

Una chica A girl

Una clase A class

Una mesa A table

Una persona A person

Una puerta A door

Una silla A chair

Una ventana A window

allí there

aquí here

¿Dónde? where

es It is  / is

son They are / are

No hay There isn’t
There aren’t

pequeño small

bueno good

malo bad

famoso famous

bonito pretty

feo ugly

rico rich

caro Expensive

barato cheap

antiguo old

¿Cómo es? What’s it like?

¿Cómo son? What are they 
like?

el
los

The ( singular)
The ( plural)

la
las

The ( singular)
The ( plural )

El museo The museum

El banco The bank

El teatro The theatre

El centro The town 
centre

El  mercado The market

La tienda The shop

La plaza The town 
square

Una iglesia A church

Una escuela A school

Una ciudad A city

entre between

Lejos far

Cerca de Near to

Una 
respuesta

An answer

Un pueblo A town

Un equipo A team

Un trabajo A job

Un edificio A building

Un plato A dish/ a plate

Un hermano
Una hermana

A brother
A sister

Una película A film

Una vista A view

Una isla An island

Una madre A mother

Un padre A father

dar To give

doy I give

das You give

da He/she gives

querer To want

quiero I want

Un regalo A gift
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Week 1

However,
You use however when you 
are adding a comment which 
is surprising or which contrasts 
with what has just been said.
Synonyms: but, nevertheless, 
on the other hand

Examples:
• Some of the food crops 

failed. However, the cotton 
did quite well.

• Many cafés and bars have 
stopped using plastic 
straws. The use of plastic 
bottles and cups, however, 
is still endemic.

Your turn:
Write at least five pairs or 
sentences of your own 
including the word ‘however’. 
Tip: you can collect sentences 
from all your different 
teachers’ classrooms to help 
you.

Week 2

Despite this, 
You use despite this to 
introduce a fact which is 
surprising or which contrasts 
with what has just been said.
Synonyms: however, 
nevertheless, in any case

Examples:
• The president had been 

criticised for her handling 
of the crisis. Despite this, 
she remained defiant. 

• Manchester City started the 
match with confidence. 
Despite this, they lost 3-0. 

Your turn:
Write at least five pairs of 
sentences of your own 
including the phrase ‘despite 
this’. Tip: you can collect 
sentences from all your 
different teachers’ classrooms 
to help you.

Week 3

Conversely, 
You use conversely to indicate 
that  the situation you are 
about to describe is the 
opposite to the one you’ve just 
described.
Synonyms: however, on the 
other hand, in contrast

Examples:
• The music industry makes 

millions of pounds every 
year. Conversely, singers 
don’t make much profit. 

• She was afraid of having the 
surgery; conversely, she 
knew it was her only hope.

Your turn:
Write at least five pairs of 
sentences of your own 
including the word 
‘conversely’. Tip: you can 
collect sentences from all your 
different teachers’ classrooms 
to help you.

Week 5

On the other hand, 
You use on the other hand to 
introduce the second of two 
contrasting points, facts, or 
ways of looking at something.
Synonyms: in contrast, 
conversely, however

Examples:
• It may have happened; on 

the other hand, it may not.
• It was an unfortunate 

experience. On the other 
hand, it helped me to learn 
from my mistakes.

Your turn:
Write at least five pairs of 
sentences of your own 
including the phrase ‘on the 
other hand’. Tip: you can 
collect sentences from all your 
different teachers’ classrooms 
to help you. 

Types of connecting words: 
• Coordinating conjunctions link two clauses as an equal pair (e.g. and, but, so, or). Kylie is young but she can kick the ball quite hard. 
• Subordinating conjunctions introduce a subordinate clause (e.g. if, since, as, when, although, while, after, before, until, because). Despite the rain, the match continued to full time. The match 

continued to full time, despite the rain.
• Conjunctive adverbials act as conjunctions, linking sentences or clauses. (e.g. furthermore, consequently, conversely, meanwhile, despite this). When a writer wants to link ideas in a 

discursive piece of writing, they can use conjunctive adverbs or adverbials. They come in four categories: Causal, Developing, Contradicting, Temporal (Time). In this knowledge organiser, we 
are focusing on Contradicting and Temporal adverbials. 

• Top tip for using commas with conjunctive adverbials: 
• If it begins or ends a clause, it needs to be separated with a comma. E.g. Mobile phone use is increasing. Indeed, more of the world’s population has access to a mobile phone than 

access to a working toilet. 
• If it is embedded, it needs a comma before and after it. E.g. Many cafés and bars have stopped using plastic straws. The use of plastic bottles and cups, however, is still endemic.

Week 4

Nevertheless,
You use nevertheless when 
saying something that 
contrasts with what’s just 
been said.
Synonyms: however, even so, 

Examples:
• The carpenter did not have 

adequate tools or 
equipment. Nevertheless, 
she tried her best to 
complete the project. 

• The evidence did not seem 
to be strong enough. She 
was, nevertheless, found 
guilty of the crime. 

Your turn:
Write at least five pairs of 
sentences of your own 
including the word 
‘nevertheless’. Tip: you can 
collect sentences from all your 
different teachers’ classrooms 
to help you. 
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Week 6

On the contrary, 
You use on the contrary when 
you have just said or implied 
that something is not true and 
are going to say that the 
opposite is true.
Synonyms: on the other hand, 
in contrast, conversely 

• The statue doesn't seem 
ugly to me; on the contrary, 
I think it's rather beautiful.

• Some believe that snow is 
dangerous and disruptive. 
On the contrary, it can bring 
about joy and excitement. 

Your turn:
Write at least five pairs or 
sentences of your own 
including the phrase  ‘on the 
contrary’. Tip: you can collect 
sentences from all your 
different teachers’ classrooms 
to help you.

Week 7

Meanwhile, 
Meanwhile means 1) while a 
particular thing is happening or 
2) to introduce a different 
aspect of a particular situation, 
especially one that is completely 
opposite to the one previously 
mentioned.
Synonyms: at the same time, 
simultaneously

Examples:
• I drove all night to get home; 

meanwhile, my family 
waited up for me.

• Almost four million 
households are in debt to 
their energy company. 
Meanwhile, suppliers' profits 
have doubled.

Your turn:
Write at least five pairs or 
sentences of your own. Tip: you 
can collect sentences from all 
your different teachers’ 
classrooms to help you.

Week 8

Subsequently, 
If something happens 
subsequently, it happens after 
something has happened. 
Synonyms: later, afterwards, 
in due course 

Examples:
• The officer decided to stop 

the car; subsequently, he 
made an arrest. 

• Churchill began some 
military training at boarding 
school. Subsequently, he 
was admitted to the Royal 
Military Academy, 
Sandhurst. 

Your turn:
Write at least five pairs or 
sentences of your own 
including the word 
‘Subsequently’. Tip: you can 
collect sentences from all your 
different teachers’ classrooms 
to help you.

Week 10

Revise all the previous 
conjunctive adverbials. 

Causal: 
As a result, 
Consequently,
Therefore, 
Hence, 
Thus,

Developing: 
Furthermore, 
Moreover, 
Likewise, 
Similarly, 
Indeed,

Contradicting: 
However,
Despite this, 
Conversely, 
Nevertheless, 
On the other hand, 
On the contrary, 

Temporal: 
Meanwhile, 
Subsequently, 
Eventually, 

Types of connecting words: 
• Coordinating conjunctions link two clauses as an equal pair (e.g. and, but, so, or). Kylie is young but she can kick the ball quite hard. 
• Subordinating conjunctions introduce a subordinate clause (e.g. if, since, as, when, although, while, after, before, until, because). Despite the rain, the match continued to full time. The match 

continued to full time, despite the rain.
• Conjunctive adverbials act as conjunctions, linking sentences or clauses. (e.g. furthermore, consequently, conversely, meanwhile, despite this). When a writer wants to link ideas in a 

discursive piece of writing, they can use conjunctive adverbs or adverbials. They come in four categories: Causal, Developing, Contradicting, Temporal (Time). In this knowledge organiser, we 
are focusing on Contradicting and Temporal adverbials. 

• Top tip for using commas with conjunctive adverbials: 
• If it begins or ends a clause, it needs to be separated with a comma. E.g. Mobile phone use is increasing. Indeed, more of the world’s population has access to a mobile phone than 

access to a working toilet. 
• If it is embedded, it needs a comma before and after it. E.g. Many cafés and bars have stopped using plastic straws. The use of plastic bottles and cups, however, is still endemic.

Week 9

Eventually, 
Eventually means in the end, 
especially after a lot of delays, 
problems, or arguments.
Synonyms: in the end, at last

Examples:
• The flight was delayed for 

several hours; eventually, 
the plane took off at 9pm. 

• The minister was criticised 
by opponents and from 
ministers on his own side. 
Eventually, he resigned. 

Your turn:
Write at least five pairs or 
sentences of your own 
including the word 
‘Eventually’. Tip: you can 
collect sentences from all your 
different teachers’ classrooms 
to help you.
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